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           Gordon Gore Photo 

Three-year old Gage Goddard visited the BIG Little Science Centre with his family and friends, on Tuesday 
August 27. Gage really enjoyed experimenting with this marble toy, and many other stations in the giant new 
hands-on room. 
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BBBIIIGGGSSSccciiieeennnccceee   
This Newsletter is a publication of BIG Little Science Centre Society Box 882 Station Main Kamloops BC V2C 5M8 

New Location: 655 Holt Street Kamloops BC V2B 5G2 Website  http://blscs.org 
Executive Director: Gord Stewart Phone (250) 554 2572 or (250) 554 BLSC  E-Mail: gord@blscs.org 

Assistant Operator: Susan Hammond Phone (250) 554 2572 or (250) 554 BLSC E-Mail: susan@blscs.org 
Newsletter Editor:  Dr. Gordon R. Gore (NEW!)  F-411, 3255 Overlander Drive, Kamloops BC V2B 0A5   

Home phone  778 472 2014               E-Mail: gordongore0@gmail.com 
 

This Newsletter is received by more than 1,200 readers. 
Back issues of BIGScience can be viewed at http://www.blscs.org/Downloads/Newsletters/ 

 

The BIG Little Science Centre is open to the public at these times: 
Tuesday to Saturday 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM 

CLOSED SUNDAYS and HOLIDAYS 
Phone: 250 554 2572   E-mail Gord@blscs.org  or  Susan@blscs.org 

 

A family membership is $60.00/year. An individual membership is $45.00/year. A family membership consists 
of five directly related people. (This includes any combination of grandparents, parents and children).!Individual 
day rates are:  

Adults $6     Seniors $4      Youth $3        Family $15. 
Adults – ages 16 to 59          Seniors – ages  60+         Youth – ages 6 to 15 
Visit our website blscs.org for more details on the benefits of membership. 

 

 
 

Kids love the 'walk-in kaleidoscope' at the BIG Little Science Centre. 
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How Things Work at the BIG Little Science Centre 

Gordon R. Gore 
A Gravity 'Trick' 

 

   
 
How can Brady make the steel ball in the ‘tee’ go into the yellow cup, without touching the ball? Brady quickly 
pulls a supporting stick away, so the hinged board starts to fall. The ball falls at rate ‘g’ (the acceleration due to 
gravity). The yellow cup near the end of the hinged board reaches the base just before the ball does. The yellow 
cup ends up directly below the point where the ball on the tee started, so the ball goes in the cup…and Brady 
never touched the ball! A strobe flash was used to illustrate the paths of the falling ball and the yellow cup. The 
yellow cup reaches the table level before the ball, because the cup is lower than the ball was when the 
experiment started. 

A Mysterious Reflection 
 

 
 

A clear piece of glass acts as a mirror. The socket behind the 'mirror' is empty. If it is placed the same distance 
behind the mirror as the socket for the light bulb in front of the mirror, a virtual image will form such that it 
appears to be in the empty socket. Notice that there are no electrical connections to the empty socket! 
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The Last Week of Summer Vacation 
 
Many families visited the BIG Little Science Centre this summer. Tuesday August 27 was no exception. 
Gordon Gore captured some of the fun on camera. 
 

 
 

 
 

Gage Goddard had great fun at the Centre. He would make a great future volunteer.  
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Lisa Kronebusch poses with a flock of balancing birds, with daughter Jordyn and son Logan.  
 

   
 

There are many different displays to test out at the Centre. 
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Up, periscope! Colin Macdonald uses a periscope to keep an eye on things in the hands-on room (a gymnasium). When 
he finishes his summer employment with the BIG Little Science Centre, Colin will be attending UBC to train as a 
science/physics teacher. If that does not pan out, he could become a submariner or a CIA agent. (Just kidding, people!) 

 

  
 
Treysen Goddard made the cover of our newsletter back in March 2009. He came back to visit us with his 
family on August 27, and he has obviously grown in the past four years. We just had to take his photo again, 
inside the 'walk-in' kaleidoscope. We enjoy having old friends visit us. 
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Einstein Quotes.... 
 
• "Imagination is more important than knowledge." 
 
• "One had to cram all this stuff into one's mind for the examinations, whether one liked it or not. This coercion had such a deterring 

effect on me that, after I had passed the final examination, I found the consideration of any scientific problems distasteful to me for 
an entire year." 

 
• "Education is what remains after one has forgotten everything he learned in school." 
 

 

 
 

Ehren Stillman Cartoons 
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Auckland, New Zealand Visitors 
Gordon Gore Photos 

 

   
We do not have many visitors from as far away as Auckland, New Zealand, but we certainly enjoyed having the 
Gilling family at the Centre while in Kamloops. In the family photo we have parents Amber and Maurice, with 
their sons Riley (8) and Logan (4). Grandpa David Bepple is on the left, ready with the camera. 
 

  
Dad shows his sons how to 'fly' like those characters in the movies. 
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Riley tries out the theremin, while his Mom records his 'music'. 
 

 
 

Logan wonders why the water in the drinking glass does not soak him. 
Colin Macdonald put on a great Air Pressure show for visitors on Thursday August 29. 
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       Gordon Gore Photo 

Jumping 'Jack', a beautiful blue healer/border collie cross, practices his moves with Brenda Raspberry, on the 
BIG Little Science Centre grounds. Jack may have been demonstrating how to change kinetic energy to 
gravitational potential energy ... or maybe he was just having fun. 


